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This project has grown out of my frustration with my ill fitting tips that I currently have on my plane. These tips

were bought second hand and I don't think they are from the original molds. My desire is to have a set of tips

that fit my airfoil perfectly. Since I was going to have to make the tips from scratch, I decided to research the different types of tips and

choose the most efficient.

As I began researching the topic of wingtips and was surprised to find that there is little information available. One of the few sources

of information I found was a paper written by Chris Heinz entitled “Anatomy of a STOL Aircraft. These tips may also help firmly place

the Sonerai as a LSA pilot friendly machine.

From Mr. Heinz paper:

“For a long time, I’ve said that Hoerner wing tips should be used on most light aircraft designs, since they increase the effective wing

span from 8" to over one foot without having to carry any additional weight: As we all know, there is low pressure on top of the wing,

and higher pressure on the bottom of the wing, with the pressure difference creating the lift that allows us to fly. Toward the tip of the

wing, the high pressure ‘feels’ that there is less pressure on the top of the wing (just around the tip), and wants to go there to equalize

the pressure, thus creating a secondary flow out toward the tip of the wing. This secondary outward flow generates a vortex (a circular

motion) behind the wing, as illustrated below.

Figure 5 – Wing Tip Vortices

With a rounded or squared wing tip, the vortex is centered around the wing tip, as shown above”

 

So what type of tip does Mr. Heinz recommend?

 

“If the wing tip is cut at 45-degrees with a small radius at the bottom and a relatively sharp top corner, the air from the secondary flow

travels around the rounded bottom but can’t go around the sharp top corner and is thus pushed outward.
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Figure 7 – Hoerner Wing Tips

The performance of the aircraft depends on the distance from the right to the left tip vortices (the effective wing span), and not the

actual measured geometric span. Hoerner wing tips provide the largest effective span for a given geometric span or a given wing

weight.”

Based on Mr. Heinz article, the Hoerner tip increases the effective span of the wing. That means slower stall speeds and less

turbulence at the tip.

The other documentation I was made aware of by Derik Mackie was from Daniel P. Raymer's book Aircraft Design: A Conceptual

Approach. The excerpt follows.

"...[the most important] effect is the influence the tip shape has upon the lateral spacing of the tip vortices. This is largely determined

by the ease with which the higher-pressure air on the bottom of the wing can "escape" around the tip to the top of the wing.

A smoothly-rounded tip (when seen nose on) easily permits the air to flow around the tip. A tip with a sharp edge (when seen nose on)

makes it more difficult, thus reducing induced drag. Most of the new low-drag wing tips use some form of sharp edge. In fact, even a

simple cut-off tip offers less drag than a rounded-off tip..."

 

Based on the limited information I knew about airflow and wing tips, I had reasoned in the past that the rounded Sonerai tip was no

better than no tip at all. Mr. Heinz’s and Raymer’s writings confirms this hunch. As you can see by the above illustration, either tip,

square or rounded allows the flow over the outer part wingtip to be disrupted thereby reducing the effective span of the wing.

 

In light of this information, the new Sonerai tips I will be making will be about 6” long and will accommodate my aileron mass balance.

I also decided on the modified Horner design similar to what is seen on the RV series of aircraft. Unlike a true Horner tip, this modified

design keeps the span of the wing consistent out to the very edge of the tip. I was able to find some sketchy information about an

aftermarket tip for the RV series aircraft that claimed improved performance over the modified Hoerner. These tips however would be

difficult to build while keeping them consistent between the right and left tip without a lot of trouble. I also prefer information presented

by aeronautical engineers rather than marketing hype on a web page.

Horner Tip:

Modified Horner Tip:
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I have decided to approach this project with the idea that I may make these tips available to the Sonerai community. I will also be

documenting the steps and processes I use to make my tips so that the daring builder might build their own set.

 

The next installment will detail the cutting and shaping of the foam plugs. Stay tuned!

Next installment is available HERE

If you have comments on this or other articles, please post them to the Sonerai.net Forum
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